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FORE'//ORD

f- Hf S booklet is not the statenrent of an achieaement: it is the
V 

I expression oJ an ideal. It is the settingforth oJ something o/

çl tne ?urPosei and the eforts of the "nzen behind the Nation-
al," something oJ tlte spirit in which they haae worked. Quite
apartJrom the question of whether or not they haae been success-

ful, this is the thing that thel haue tried to do.

Ánd 1et one cannot, personally, quite leaae it at tllat, The men

behind the National speak only oJ wltat they haae tried to do, of
their ideal and thcir purpose. But others rnust speak of the

achieuement lhal thel see. Here is something tltat høs been done;

and we see it as something that is wonderJul. It is notlzing less

than the attainntent of harmonl in freedom among many difer-
ing indiuiduals, in the seraice of an ideal of responsibility, and
in the richnes¡ oJ an atmosphere oJ affection ønd huttan interest,

1et all this in the dayby-day actiuity of a comrnercial enterprise
that is industrially one oJ the most successJal, as well as one.oJ

the most progressiue, in the United State¡. Freedom in accom-

plishment, iniliatiae, courage, ability instead oJ subseraience to

authority, the recognitìon'that work must be a matter oJ puùlic
seruice as well as Ttriaate gain, and the kindness and tolerance

that are the instinctiae expression oJ the untroubled spirit of
humanity-all t/tese things haue been part of the "spirit of the

Naliona'|." ,4nd no matter w/tat kind oJ man the " National man"
may haue been, these things should haue touched and infuenced
ltim, in soTne wa! and in some degree,
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Mn. B. G. Tneì¿arNr

That harmony of difering personalities is one of ihe outstand-

ingJeatures of the National's achieaement' TheJreedotn belongs

with it. ft would haae been easy enough for the founders oJ the

National to sa.! lo the members oJ the orgønizalion,"We haae a
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Nl[n. l'. S. Tnnnv

' , ,,,.)',,,) ,¡1i,,i,,

uision of seruice to tlte public; !ou mus, all sÌtare it. We belieue

thus and so; jou must belieue as we do. We think that tltis is the

best tlring to do; you must all do tltis." That is the rock oJ spirit-
ual coercion on tahìch ntanl honest i¿leals ùrcak and arc losl.
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FOREWORD

'{nd on the oilter hand it would haue been so easl to become dis-

couraged, to sa.! to themselaes,"How can we carr! out lhis ideal

oJ responsibility and seraice, euen of Jreedom, wilhout irnposing

loo grea.t a uniform.itlt upon our Jellow-workers? Thelt are not

all ølike; they are uery diferent; it cannot be possible to moÐe

them all with zeal for the seruice oJ the National idea/." Here

were Sc2lla and Charybdis indeed!

'1 defnite ideal or ?ur?ose, carried out b1 men who belieued

in it, aaoided both-perltaps by the instinctiue emphasis upon

the imporlance of character in bu¡iness liJe more than ty an1

other single agenc!. A uision of humani4t, worked into døil1

life and efort b1, ruen who neaer lost sight of the greatness oJ

humanity in their aision, ùecame aJact and not a dream' ft is

true lhat no ideal that works wilh human beingt is euer wrought

to unfailing perJectness; but the National ideal placed its

empharis upon the human beings: the spirit oJ the National

could always te just as fine as the men and wlmen who made up

the organization were themsehtes.

,4nd so iis success must depend upon the aision and clura'ge

and fneness oJ all those free and energetic and responsible

personalities that compose the wltole organization. The "spirit
of the National" was brouglrt into teing Ú1 the uision and the

efort o.f the men who conceiued tlte ideal; aision and efort in
olhers must Éeep it aliae tltrough the years to come.

Cleaeland, Ohio, Ma1, ryzó. Klrserur¡ Woons
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AN EXPLANATION

{sß¡

,A BUSINESS organization, like an individual, develops

iå an individuality; or, to express it in another way, it
I \ builds up a character. In this booklet Miss Woods
has given her conception of the character of the National
Lamp Works as it has been developed during its life of a

quarter of a century. She finds it unusual. If anything un-
usual has been done it was not with the thought in mind of
doing something unusual. It was just simple and natural.

As we look back we are conscious of having had an affec-
tion for the business and the individuals that made up its
organization. It was therefore but natural that we should
have had the thought of service and of consideration for
those with whom we had relations.

The large corporat;on of the present day takes the place of
the old-time business organizations, each one of which was
controlled by one individual who directed the business and
who was acquainted with, and had a personal interest in, all
of his employes. If it were true that "a corporation has no
soul" and "there is no sentiment in business,"we would have
in the present day corporation an unfortunate substitute for
the business organizations of a few years ago. But it has been

I



AN EXPLANATION

our experience that human qualities and right principles have

much the same value in a business that they have in individ-
uals. We liked to think of our organization as something alive,

with a heart and a soul and a growing conscience.

An employer has many responsibilities. In the early days

of the National Electric Lamp Company, back in t9or, we

were struggling for frnancial success and thinking mostly of

how to make the business pay' This was one responsibility'

As time went on we thought more of our responsibility to our

employes and the influence we might have over their success

or failure in life. We thought of our responsibility for the

organization that we were building up-what kind it would

be and of its character.
We felt that we had a responsibility for the success of those

who came into our organization; not alone for their Progress

in their business positions but for their personal financial

progress as well. We discussed with our employes thrift and

investments. We worked out with our managers a plan for

placing a part of their compensation in a common fund for

investment which would later be distributed in securities' It
was a success. From this start they learned how to invest for

themselves, anil we believe that their accumulations are much

above the average of those in other organizations who have

had equal incomes.

We endeavored to preserve the advantages of a large cor-

poration in our laboratories and research work and other ways

of advancing the business, and at the same time to Preserve
the aclvantages of the smaller business organization by giving

10



AN EXPLANATION

to every person v/ho was in charge of a part of the business,

the fullest authority in dealings with his employes and all

other matters of local interest.

Ours was not a military or line organization, but it was

divided into parts which operated almost like separate lines

of business. Each had its manager with full responsibility for

his part and with the right to act. He was independent of the

others. There was no one who "bossed" or gave instructions

to the other managers because he held a position of greater

authority. Possibly mistakes were made that would have been

avoided had it been necessary for every individual to secure

approval before acting, but we think that the'average of the

results was on the right side, and that the development of the

individuals was helped by independence and responsibility.

Because of their right to act independently it was especially

important that our managers should have the wish to cooPer-

ate and work in harmony. They were located in different parts

of the country and some would not meet each other or our-

selves during the year. Reasoning that where there is friend-

ship there is harmony and that a man's feelings are largely

influenced by his external conditions, we selected an island

for a yearly meeting place. There we were isolated and free

and with sunshine and facilities to play, and the friendships

formed under these conditions had an important influence.

The grounds and buildings at Nela Park in Cleveland,

which is the headquarters of our organization, are more than

the conventional "ofice space." We built with the thought

11



AN EXPLANATION

that our organization was to have a spirit and as such should
have its home.

We have been asked why we have published these booklets.

Our object in this was not to sell lamps, but to put in perma-
nent form a little of the character of our organization. As our
active connection with the business is now coming to an end,

we have selected the subject of this booklet for the last one

that we shall have published.
When appointing the one to succeed us in the management

of the business we thought of the qualifrcations of ability,
unselfrshness, modesty and fairness; and we feel that we have

fulfilled our responsibility for the future.
We acknowledge with appreciation the confidence that has

been shown in us by the offìcers of the General Electric Com-
pany, oî which our lamp business has been a part) in giving
us the,unrestricted opportunity of employing our own prin-
ciples in our business organization.

We have had a quarter of a century of interesting business

activity. As our ideas have developed and our conscience has

grov/n we have tried to fix in our minds and to follow right
principles. Our business has been a success. Those with whom
we have been associated have been loyal and have given us

their affection. We have been proud of the Spirit of the
National-the spirit of its employes.

Cleveland, Ohio, May, r926.

TERRY ond TIREU,lINE
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THE SPIRIT OF

THE NATIONAL LAMP WORKS

Through Twenty-Fiue Years

t"oi*!il*u

\ V J HAT is the "spirit of the National Lamp

W i;:-',i.' I,';,åïî i "-î'T*ï.'ï:
organized, and many, many times during that
quarter-century everyone connected with the
company has heard references to the company's
spirit. 1'I like the spirit of the National Lamp
Worksr" we have all heard outsiders say. Within
the organization we have all heard, and spoken, of
the "spirit of the National" as a sort of standard
to be measured up to) as an ideal to be striven
toward, as a principle, as an atmosphere.

And now, as the quarter-century draws to a

13



THE SPIRIT OF THE NATIONAL LAMP WORKS

-/t
S:li/'i/

close, and as changes are made in the company's
organization and personnel, there is a keen and

pertinent interest in looking back at the develop-

ment and operation of that spirit, in trying to see

just what it has been through the years' how it
began and how it has grown. What was the pur-
pose? What has been the ideal and the principle?

What is, as exactly as we can Put it into words,

the "spirit of the National ì"
So far as the formal organizat\on of the company

is concerned, there is nothing unusual about the

National Lamp Works. It is a part of the General

Electric Company, which has long beèn one of the

great "manufacturing concerns" of the United
States. Like other great companies, the General

Electric has a general office and a number of fac-

tories; like other great companies, it has the organ-

ization of a corporation, with stockholders who

invest their money in the business and receive

profrts from it. The National Larnp Works has

been a division handling incandescent lamp busi-

ness in this large corporation. All over the United
States-all over the world-the General Electric
Company is spoken of with respect and admiration;

t4



.I'HE SPIRI'I OF THE NA'IIONAL LAMP WORKS

but neither in the great corporation as a whole, nor

in the National Lamp Works that has for years

been an autonomous part of it, will the seeker find
the striving after originality that establishes novel

/orms of business organization. When people speak

of the "spirit of the National," it is precisely

"spirit" that they mean.

And as we look back we can see a little of how

that spirit has developed, and what the ideal has

been. It is not the purpose of this booklet to make

any comparisons between the National Lamp
Works and other organizat\ons) or, indeed, to
make any claims of any kind: this is not that kind
of book!It has been said that such a spirit as that
of the National is unusual in industry: that is
probably quite true. But it is true, too, that there

is often a good spirit in industry! And if there was

one thing that was far from the thoughts and de-

sires of the men who founded the National Lamp
Works, it was the setting up of their ideals ancl

their organization as a model for others, ór the

claiming that their spirit was something inherently
superior, or even something original: that was not
their affair! And so if there is one thing that must

15
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T¡IE SPIRIT OF THE NATIONAL LAMP WORKS

be borne in mind as we look at the spirit of the
National Lamp Works through five-and-twenty
years, it is the fact that the founders of the com-
pany were thinking of their work in and for itself
and not in comparison with the work of oth.rr]
They wanted to make their work as good as they
could maþe it-that was literally all.

And the foundation of their ideal in their work
was their love for it.

The present writer uses that phrase-their love
for it-advisedly, and with a quite personal re-

-4 'l!,t/sponsibility. And the phrase means a grear deal.
4ffi:t/iott It means that back of the establishment of the

National Lamp Works, and back of its growth, lay
not only interest and knowledge and ambition, but
affection as well-affection for the company itsel$,
a real personal affection for the people who made
up the company, a determination-because of that
affection-that the lives of the men and women
who made up the National shòuld be better be-
cause of their work with the National, should be
broader and happier and more secure because of
that work. As one looks back through the years
ne sees that feeling in operation, never as senti-

16



.THE SPIRIT OF THE N¿.TIONAL LAMP WORKS

mentality, always simple and genuine, and always

practical in every way. And one sees the feeling

being reciprocated, sees the men and women with
the Ñational coming to have a'real and deep affec-

tion, first for the founders of the company, and

then for the company itself; that is something
quite possible in industry, and perhaps really more

common than we know: one may feel an earnest

affection for his company, just as he does for his

home town. It is loyalty and more. And in the

National Lamp Works that affection, on both
sides, exists in full measure.

That is the foundation, really, of the "spirit of
the National." Other things have been built upon

that base of genuine warm feeling. And the spirit
of the National has both expressed and perpetuated
itself in quite practical ways.

Of course, this has meant an ideal-not anideal ''4u
in the sense of a visionary theory, not an ideal of l,/t,t/
comparison with others or trying to be "differentr"
but a purpose and a standard to strive toward

through all the work itself. The men who founded

the National Lamp trVorks have never claimed

that their ideal was always successfully achieved-
t7



'THE SPIRI'T OT'I'HE NA'TIONAL LAMP WORKS

'lÌr.r lon.rì-
/,ì/ity

probably no ideal can always work out into fruition
strccessfully. But it has been consistent, a day-by-
day ideal that has had its unshakable roots in the
honest affection of the founders for the work and
the workers, and their purpose that the work's
accomplishment, in the workers' lives as well as

in the product, should be good..

Out of this purpose of real affection grew rhe
ideal of the National in the day's work, an ideal
that, when we try to state it as briefly as possible,
seems best to be summed up by the word responsi-
bility. The "ideal of the National" expresses itself
in a broad sense of responsibility-so broad, in-
deed, that we must give some real thought to the
understanding of it. For responsibility, as seen by
the men who founded the National Lamp Works,
should not be a single thing: it,should be a thing
of you and me.

This responsibility should rest upon me the
responsibility for this: it should give to lou com-
plete freedom in fulfilling your responsibility for
tha.t; and it should accept to the full its many-sided
obligation to service. To meet this interpretation of
responsibility has been the National's ideal and aim.

18



THE SPIRI'r OF TI{E Nrq.'IIONAL LAMP WORKS

It is evident that this spirit behind the National
Lamp \Morks set a standard far removed from the

old tradition of mere money-making in business,

and very high. That spirit has meant a constant

effort, which has been an integral part of the

National's quarter-century of successful achieve-

ment. An ideal must always work itself to fulfill-
ment slowly. Looking back, we may well hope that
the National's ideal has so established itself as to

go on operating, with success and growth, through

all the organization's future.
A distinguished modern thinker, one of the most

widely read of our philosophers, has said that the

revolution in thought, of which the world stands

sorely in need, is the "substitution of purpose for

tradition." That is just what the National Lamp

Works, throughout its organization, has aimed to

do. For the traditional idea of business as mere

money-getting, it substituted a principle, based

upon a broad purpose, of responsibility, and its
ideal has been to make that principle the vital
force of all its business activity. That is what the

National's effort has been.

Let us try more fully to explain that.
19
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THE SPIRIT OF THE NATIONAL L.AMP WORKS

This liberal interpretation of responsibility is the
very essence of broad democracy. There it differs
from the "traditional" idea of business and business
aims.

Business "tradition" recognizes one great re-
sponsibility, of course. But that responsibility is
only the responsibility to make money. We must
note right here that as an ideal that need not be

quite so crude and selfish as it sounds! For the
argument that virtually the only duty of anl
business is to return a fair profit on the invest-
ments of the stockholders assumes that that can-
not be done unless the business is conducted
honestly and efficiently: its product must be well
made and well distributed, its offices must do their
work, its factories must keep running. Therefore
if the business makes money it is supposed to
follow that evêrything else must be going all right.
To make money, to fulfil the responsibility to the
stockholders, the business must be efficient. And
so it is upon efficiency that the whole structure
fests.
. The trouble with that rule is that it cannot be

depended upon to work out according to the theory.
2L



'I'HE SPIRIT OF THE NATIONAL LAMP WORKS

Sometimes a" great deal of money may be made

when things are not "going right" at all; some-

J\Qt Çootltimes activities that are thoroughly efficient, so

l)tou3'h far as one can see for the moment' may be inhuman

in their conditions and results. The supporters of
this theory argue' however, that such cases are

exceptional, and that as a general rule the business

that is making money is doing all that shoulcl be

expected of it.
That is one "business" idea. How widely it may

be current now is not for us to glress. But it is the

old idea of "business," certainly. It may have been

all very good so far as it went, bu¿ it didn't go

nearly far enough, because it left something out of
account: ?eo?/e.

That "traditional" idea did not pay any atten-

tion to people. It did not recognize any inherent

responsibilitit to people-for in this conception that
was wholly a matter of profit-andloss statements,

the responsibility to the stockholders, even' was

not a responsìbility to people, but to pocket-books'

And so this idea did not take people really into

account in its working scheme. In any business,

any kincl of management ancl plan was thus con-
t9



'THE SPIRIT OF THE NA'TIONAL I,AMP lVORKS

sidered satisfactory so long as it. made money.
F'inancial efficiency, according to this idea, was so

distinctly the only standard by which the business
of the organizat\on need be judged, that the vir-
tues that were expected to go along with it-
integrity and working efficiency-were also imper-
sonal, concerned not with human relations, but
with business itself.

But the National's interpretation of responsi-

bility was based upon human beings and the
thought of human beings, and when it broke away
from tradition-twenty-five years ago-and sub-

stituted as its ideal this broader pLrrpose of re-
sponsibility, it macle a substìtution that was truly
notable.

It was, and is, as if the men who thought out
the organization of the National Lamp Works had
said, in effect, something like this:

"Responsibility is the keynote of organization
a¡{ of industry. We are responsible to our stock-
tolders for their returns on their investment; we

must conduct our business efficiently. But that is
not the end of responsibility. We are responsible
to the public for our procluct. Our business exists

23
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TIIE SPIRIT OF THE NATIONAL LAMP WORKS

because the public buys something that we make.
Our product is a public necessity. It is our duty to
make this the very best thing of its kind that can

be made, and to supply it at the lowest possible
cost. It is not only our duty to keep up with com-
petition, so as to be sure of making money by mak-
ing lamps: it is our duty to make the best lamps,

to be always striving to improve our o\ryn standards
and surpass our own records. If some one else

makes a better lamp than ours, our only right in
'competition' is to try to make a lamp that is
better still. Our business exists to serae the public.

"But that is not all. Lamps are made by people.

Unless people work for us, in factories and offices,

we have no lamps at all. We have a responsibility
to them. Their working life is an integral, a very
large, part of their living. It is our responsibility to
see that that working life is a good life. We need

them and they need us. We are all human beings

working together, and the ties that bind us should

not.be ties of self-interest merely, but of mutual
loyalty and affection. 'The greatest good to the
greatest numbe¡' is a responsibility in industry.
No single one of us is a cog in a machine, to be

25
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thought of merely in terms of mechanical efficieçcy:
we are all aliae.

"But we must giue responsibiliryt, too. An organ-

ization that works fot the greatest good to the

greatest number cannot be built upon all authority
that is either tyrannical or haphazarcl. It is the

natural consequence of our idea and purpose of
responsibility that all of us who are in positions of
authority must be willing to delegate personal

power. If a man has a task to perform he is re-

sponsible for it: that means that he must be left
free to perform it. The precise amount of personal

freedom depends, of course, upon the nature of the

task, and necessarily also upon the qualifications

of the individual; but in an organization such as

we want ours to be, the responsibility of getting a

thir,g done must give the doer the independence

ancl authority to do it. That means that our organ-

ization must deuelop tlte personality ol those who

u'ork with us. We do not want a habit of obedience:

u'e wal-ìt a habit of responsibility that means inter-
est and thought.

"We all have our work to do, and it is our duty
to do it in the way !n which it neecls to be done.

26
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But in our relations with the people who work with
us, including all those who would be said to work
'under' us, olìr position is r-rot that of a commander,
but of a fellow-worker and helper. The National
Lamp Works is not to be an organization of people

workingJor other people: it is to be an organiza-
tion of people working togetlrer, at many different
tasks, Jor the ideals and the public service of the

organization as a whole."
That is an expression of the National's aim. That

broad interpretation of responsibility is the work-
ing out of the spirit of the National in every day.
It means responsibility accepted and responsibility
given. It is the purpose to accept and to give both
duty and opportlrnity, with human affection and
human insight. That is what the National has

tried to do.

We may look at it in more of workaday detail.

fndependence

A young man who held an irnportant position in
another business organizatioll was at Nela Park
some time ago on an errand for his company. Be-

cause of some unforeseen delays it happened that
27
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THE SPIRIT OF THE NATIONAL LAMP I¡/ORKS

his business could not be completed so quickly as

he had expected, and at the time when he had

planned to return some important papers were

still unsigned.
"It's too bad there has been this delay, but we'll

have it all finished up for you tomorrowr" the
Nela Park people said. But the visitor looked not
only disappointed, but perplexed.

"Well, I hardly know what to dor" he said, "my
office told me to come back tonight. I'll have to
telegraph and see if it is all right to stay over until
tomorrew.'

"But they sent you here to attend to this busi-

ness, and the business is not completed yet. Surely
your responsibility is to get thè work done, not to
take a certain train !" The Nela Park people did
not sa.j that, of course; but that is what anybody
would think, who worked in the spirit of the
National Lamp Works. When anybody in the

National has a piece of work to do, it is the spirit
and the purpose of the National that his business

shall be to do that work in the best way, and that
the working details shall be his own affa\r.

The man from another company hacl apparently

29
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been told by his office to take a certain train to
Cleveland, to see certain peoPle, to do a certain
piece of important work, and to take a certain
train back. He had been given instructions about
the details of his work as if he were a new office

boy who didn't know how to find the post office.

Yet the work he had to do was important: it re-

quired knowledge and judgment; if he had,not
been presumably an able and trustworthy man he

could hardly have been chosen to do it at all, and

for the intelligence to do the work well his corn-

pany naturally had to trust him. They planned out
the small practical details of travel for him, not
because they did not consider him trustworthy'
but because that was their way of doing things.
That was perhaps an exceptional case, but the

story shows the practical consequellce of the con-

trolling idea of authority, of direction, of a hier-

archy ãf po*... The officials and department heads,

under such an idea, undoubtedly do trust their
subordinates, but in practical details they may act

ás if they didn't!
To the men who were planning out the organiza-

tion of the National Lamp Works that did not
30
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seem to be a very good way of doing things. It clid

not seen'ì humanly considerate, and it did not seem

hunranly intelligent. There must be a better way--
arid the founders of the National Lamp Works set

out to try to find it. And if a stranger should ask

one of the National men how he felt about his job,
as compared with similar positions that he knew

about but liked lesò, the National man would

probably reply that in his job he felt "more free."
FIe would perhaps not realize that behind his

sense of being "more free" there was a thorough-

going method, rôoted in the thought of human

beings as human, and striving toward a practical

human ideal.
For it is plain that twofold interpretation of

responsibility is here. It has alwal's been the aim

of the National that the company should recognize

its responsibility to treat the employe "like a

human beingr" so thàt work might bring a real
personal deuelopment instead of being a treadmill.
It has always been the aim of the National that
the company should invest the "subordinate" with
full responslbility for the work he has to do. These

aims are the two parts of the principle and purpose.
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THE SPIRIT OF THE NATIONAL LAMP WORKS

But the method of putting thern into practice is
not so simple as it sounds; and to bring the Purpose
to achievement is far from easy. The National does

not claim that it has been wholly successful in its
effort, but it has always made the effort: it has

striven toward the ideal.
The method of handing out directiozs is the im-

pulsive and haphazard method. It has 'Just
growed." Under the system of the hierarchy of
power, close-built down from the topr everyolle)

except the man at the top, is under somebody

else's authority, and most of these subordinates-
except the ones at the very bottom-have author-
ity over other men. "Over" and "under" are such

a system's key words. Such a method does not seem

humanly considerate, as we have said, because it
treats men and women, in principle, as mere Parts
of a machine. Its tendency is to make them auto-
matic workers: it asks them to obey instead of
.asking them to think. And this bad tendency is
by no means corrected by giving certain parts of
the "machine" an "authority" over certain other

parts of the "machine.'f That doesnlt make things
'better: it makes them worse.
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But that method is also lacking in intelligence,
because it does not make full use of a man's brains.
As we pointed out, the man who was told what
train to take from Cleveland must have had good
brains, or he could not have been expected to do

the work he was sent to Cleveland to do. And yet
his company was doing pørt of his thinkingfor him.
Instead of saying, "Do this work in the best w&!r"
the company said, "Here is a piece of work-we'll
tell you exactly how to do it, and you do just what
we say." And so the man would get in the habit of
being told how to do things, instead of thinking them
out for himself; and he would feel that the way to
n-rake good in his work was not to keep his intel-
ligence alive and alert, but to follow another man's

instructions implicitly. That was not fair to him
as a man-and it also was not good for him as a

worker!
And yet-the method of handing out instruc-

tions is the easiest way. If there is another method,
in any organization, it must be carefully thought
out, and it must probably develop slowly. And it
asks some real work of human nature.

For it is alwals easier to tell a. rna.n what train to
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tøke than to fnd the man who will be sure lo tø.lie tln
l,est one and then trust him to take it.

Human nature is like that.
The principle of the National Lamp Works in

attacking this problem has always been to exercise

the greatest care in selecting the right man for a
job, and then to leave it up to him. To give him

the work to do gives him, automatically, both the

responsibility and the authority to do it. He is

expected to get the best results, to do the work in
the best way. It may be work that requires a Sreat
deal of original thought, or it may be something

that is chiefly mechanical. But whatever it is, it is
his job.

It has been the aim of the National Lamp Works

to be always an organization of the greatest pos-

sible number of independent responsible people.

Obviously, that is not so simple.

To build up, and keep going, an organization
lîke that means that certain demands must be met.

The first is in the selection of the organization's
members.

The second is for a wide mutual acquaintønce,

rnâking for cooperation, among them.

.1" 
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The third is in the unfailing recognition of indi-
aiduality, what we call "building up personnel." To
some extent this third requirement is included in
the other two, but the emphasis on individuality
lnust be constant.

In the choice of workers, no matter what the
task, the first demand is for efficiency. Often in
business the second demand is for efficiency, and
the third demand is for efficiency. With the ideal
that emphasizes human beings and their responsi-
bility, the first demand is still for effibiency; but
the second, and the third, must be for something
else.

The National Lamp Works has wanted men with
imøgination

And it has wanted men who have the spirit of
co-opera.tion with others, no matter how great the
differences between them may be.

The National has never been looking for a

rubber-stamp "efficiency" or for rubber-stamp
minds. It has always wanted workers who are real
people-people with intelligence to do their work,
with imagination to see the point of view of others
and something of the breadth and variety of life,
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and with the co-operative spirit that keeps com-

petition clean and all work human and friendly.
All these qualities have gone into the spirit of the
National Lamp Works, and it is men and women

like this that the National has always been looking
for.

When officials of the National go to colleges and

technical schools to talk with young men about
jobs, they don't ask many questions about elec-

tricity; they ask a lot of questions about life! A
man's techhical standing is easy enough to ascer-

tain; they want to find out "what sort of fellow"
he is. When they know that, they can tell pretty
surely what kindof worker he will be. So they have

good long talks with him about the things he wants
to do, his ambitions, his interests, his ideas of a

"good time." They find out how he stands with
his fellows, what his place is in the college life,
what he really cures abo,rjlmost. All these matters
of information are imporCant in deciding not only
whether a man is to have a job, but what kind of
job it is to be. "selection" doesn't mean merely
choosing the men to work-it means choosing the
kind of work men are to do.
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For it's a pretty safe rule that a man does well
the work he is happy in doing. And of course that
rule is important as a principle in choosing men,
and in "sorting them out" for various kinds of
jobs and "assignments." This is, as we have been

told so many times, an age of specialists. That
means that it is important to know what you want
to do, and find the place to do it-for if you choose

wrong, you're apt to get stuck in a blind alley. It
has been an essential principle with the National
Lamp Works that people should be given all the
help possible in choosing right. And if, as may often
happen, the possibility of right choosing is some-
thing that develops slowly, so that one really
doesn't know at first, or wants to change his mind
later on, it is part of the National's principle to
help to work out the slow development, the change
of mind, too.

And so in the selection of people for the National
organization, impersonal eficiency has not been

the only thing that mattered-not by any means !

Cltaracter and personality have mattered very
greatly. "An organization of the greatest possible
number of independent responsible people" could
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not be built up in any other way.
But such an organization could not be built up

well unless the people knew each otlter. Acquaint-
ance is the second factor we named in the Nation-
al's effort.

Of course that is sought in many different ways,
but they all serve the same purpose. The summer
meetings at Association Island, the Sales Camps
and Girls' Camps at Nela, the athletic associa-
tions, the contests among departments and facto-
ries, all the clubs, all the discussions, all the parties

-they all help people to enjoy each other's acguaint-
ance. If people are going to work together, in a
vital sense, they must know each other. That mu-
tual knowledge has always been part of the Na-
tional's ideal.

There will always be big differences between
people; and there will always be rivalries between
people, too. Moreover) in a big business organiza-
tion, some people are in positions of wide respon-
sibility, while the work done by others is in a
narrow field. But so long as these people, or the
people in any one group working together, know
each other, there is theiest of probabilities that

lQtzitìr,t
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their differences will be friendly differences, their

rivalries open and good-natured, their divisions of
responsibility just and kind. These conditions will

be likely to hold as the general rule even though

there may be occasional exceptions. People are not

often harsh or unjust to men and women whom

they personally know; they are not likely to sus-

pect them of wrong motives, or abruptly to brush

aside any difficulties or grievances they may have:

they understand their fellow-workers.

And it goes without saying that under such cir-

cumstances as these every individual remains an

individual: that has been part of the National's

aim. It would certainly be directly contrary to the

National's spirit to expect any two people to be

just alike, or to behave as if they were. Harmony

has been one of the ideals of the National Lamp

Works; but the ideal that the National has striven

for is the real harmony that means the comrade-

ship of individuals, of differing personalities: it"is

not â stereotyPe.
It may be seen all through this that theJorce oJ

sentiment is at work here, something practical as

well as frne. As we said, the men who founded the
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National Lamp Works have always recognized the
honest value of honest sentiment in business, the
value of enthusiasm, of affection, the worth of a
man's true liking for his company and pride in his
job. Men are coming to realize this in business,

more and more; from the beginning it has been a

part of the spirit of the National.

When we look closely at the matter of personal

freedom, we must note that this must be limited
by practical conditions: time must be thought of,

for instance; costs must be considered; standards

of work must be met. Of course, too, the more ex-

perienced worker who is "in charge" has help to
give, out of his greater knowledge, to his "sub-
ordinate." But it has always been the spirit of the

National that this should be as a help, not as an

order.

When it comes to doing a piece of work with a

machine în a facßry, the operator naturally wants

to be told how to manage the machine-that help"llern3"

is needed there. But even in such a mechanical per- t{e/pful
formance as this, it has been the spirit of the

National that the expression should not be, "Do
this!", but, "I'll show you how to do it."
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z{uthority
A feeling of authority over others has no place in
the ideal of the National Lamp Works.

And yet the exercise of authority is sometimes
necessary.

For instance, the manager of a f actory must have
positive information, and give positive directions,
as to the nature and amount of work that that
factory is expected to do. Lamps must be made
according to specifications and needs. The proper
relation must be maintained between supply and
demand, between prices and costs. There is a great
deal of business activity, in any industry, that
must move along'Just so." Then, too, work must
be supervised and directed. All these things are so
plainly necessary that they really go without say-
ing! They are part of the mechanical routine of
work. They do not mean that someone is assuming
a personal authority over someone else!

But it has sometimes happened that a note of
personal authority would be struck. It has some-
times happened that the heads of the company,
the Managers and members of the Advisory Board,
would say, "This must be done." It has sometimes
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happened that an important decision would be

made, quickly and finally, by the company's heads,

and that the other people concerned must abide
by this decision. Or it might be that two equally
independent and responsible workers would dis-
agree about some piece of work, and someone
"higher up" would have to decide which one's idea

was to hold. These things have not happened often,
but they have sometimes occurred. How about
"freedom" and "independent responsibility" in
such situations as these?

There we go back to the broad interpretation of
responsibility of which we spoke at first. We said
that the National Lamp Works had based its effort
upon an interpretation that was liberal and two-
fold. That is what applies here.

The heøds of the companJ are res?lnsible to tlte
publicfor the seraice oJ the compan! as a wltole.That
is the prime responsibility. In just so far as it is '/ /t,"llit,'li',
possible, the National Lamp Works, as we said, rftott.''iltilit1'
has always tried to be an organization of independ-

ent people, each responsible for his or her own

work. But the work of the company-to make
lamps-must be considered as ø whole by the men
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who are at the head of the company. And if it
sometimes happened that a decision must be made

and enforced, a new plan put through, an "order"
given, by the company's heads, that is part of their
re sponsibi/ity.

It has been the ideal of the National Lamp
Works that every individual should be responsible

for his part \n the work of the organization. But
the company's heads have had to be responsible

[or the whole.

This responsibility, and the authority that goes

with it, has not been of their seeking! It would
have been much easier to pass it all on to others,
if only that could be conscientiously done. But it
couldn't! The ltead of any organization must take

the responsibility for the general operation of the
whole: if he does not do that, he is not doing his

work. For that responsibility is his work. A tyran-
nical man, a man who insists upon a personal

authority even in everyday details, who is unwill-
ing to trust his subordinates-he is not a good man

to be at the head of a big business. But neither is
a man who is unwilling to take the necessary

burden of decision and authority upon himself.
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Responsibility is a burden; the bigger the respon-

sibility the heavier the burden. No man, large or

small, can shirk the responsibility of his own job.

Sometimes in our thinking about democracy we

forget that ! We think of democracy as meaning a

lot of independent people, all with equal freedom'1.)tiltr.tct'ttt"1'

and power. But that is not democracy: that is

confusion. Where there is work to be done, in

industry or society or government, some few indi-

viduals-perhaps some single individual-must
take the responsibility of the whole. For unless

someone looks at the work as a whole and studies

it out from that standpoint, it never will be an

effective whole at all. And where there is any big

and complex work to be done, freedom and power

in the doing of it are never equal, because the dif-
ferent parts of the whole are never all alike. Some-

one must do one thing, and someone else must do

another, very different, thing. Someone must think
out a plan, and someone else must manage a ma-

chine. Someone must keep books, and someone

else must take the responsibility for the entire

organîzation. But it has always been the ideal of
the National Lamp Works that every person in
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the organization should have all the freedom that
his job permits, and all the responsibiliry thøt it
giaes.

" fficiency" a.nd " Sentiment'

These are the human purposes that have made up
the ideal of the National Lamp Works, and that,
ever since its organization, the National has tried
to carry out. And it is, and has always been, the
faith of the men who founded the company that
such human purposes really make for the greatest
practical efficiency. For one thing, it has been

shown that a man does well the work he is happy
in doing. For another thing, a man who is using
his own brains is a keener worker than a man who
is simply obeying orders. For another thing, the
sense of responsibility, the consciousness of per-
sonal independence and initiative, stimulates the
worth-while human being to his best work, makes
his best work a habit of thought and action. The
National-rile repeat once more-is very far from
claiming that it has completely realized its ideal.
But its founders hope that it has demonstrated the
ideal's value and practicality.
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According to the traditional standards of money-

making, the National Lamp Works is successful.

That must be kept in mind, for of course it is a

business, and as a business it must succeed: if its
spirit could not be operative in successful business,

its practical value would have been nil. But the

National Lamp Works has fulfilled its respon-

sibility to its stockholders: it has made money.

According to broader ideals of achievement, its

success is equally great: it stands at the top in
production, in progress, in the meeting of new

needs and the bettering of old standards. The
National is eficient. But it has always believed that
business efficiency is only part of a greater whole.

This belief is not "sentimentality."
But it is the conviction that, ethically and prac-

tically, the whole force that we call "sentiment"
cannot be left out of business and industry.

For what we call "sentiment" (*e spoke of one

aspect of it a few pages.back) is, broadly, the

recognition of the fact that people have thoughts

and feelings-in other words, that people 
^Íe

?eople. And when we do not think of people's

thoughts and feelings, we are not only treating our
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fellow-creatures inhumanly, but neglecting one of
the great mainsprings of action. No matter how

callously any employer may think of his employes

as mere pieces of machinery, the fact remøins tÌtat
they are not. They are human beings, with ideas

and emotions and thoughts, with personalities.

And in the great multitudinousness of present-day
industry, the ignoring of that fact is as stupid as

it is wrong.

We must work together. We do work together.

The question is not whether we shall do that, but
how!

People sometimes talk of the personal relations
of the old days of hand manufacture and small
industry as ifpresent-day industry had, or neèded,

no personal relations at all; but that is a mistake.
The personal relations of the old days were limited
and easy: when a whole industrial enterprise con-

sisted of one "master" and a dozen apprentices,

they all knew each other as a matter of course.

They thought ofeach other as people because they
were all working on the spot together and couldn't
think of each other in any other way ! But the only
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basic difference between then and now is that per-
sonàl relations are no longer easy-and that they
are very much broader. Opportunity for personal
relation must be studied and sought. Instead of
three or four people working in one room, there
are three or four hundred people working in a big
factory; and in another town another three or four
hundred working in another factory; and a Home
Ofice that centers a dozen factories. But the people
are people just the same! And the need for real,
personal, human working together, with its corol-
lary ol mutual understanding and mutual respect,
is greater-ncjt less-because there are more people

concerned. The knowledge of that truth has been

a great part of the spirit of the. National.
For the National Lamp Works has always be-

lieved that human efficiency is not lessened, but
increased, by placing an emphasis upon "human"
just as strongly as upon "efficiency." The Nation-
al's ideal has substituted purpose for tradition, but
it hai believed that even the traditional standards
are as successfully served through adherence to
this broad human purpose. That has been the
National's faith. 
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And may it not be that this is indeed the faith
of a broader, more progressive development, every-

where, than the old ambitions knew? May it not

be that the broad responsibility of human beings

to each other øs hurnan beings helps us greatly

toward a íat-reaching solution of the problems of
our "mechanical age" ? And-true as we know it to
be that decisions of employment must rest with
the employer-may it not be that employers gen-

erally are coming to decide that their responsibility
' toward their employes is human, social, civic; and

that one of the greatest of our complexities may be

resolved in this waY ?

The Future

It is the hope of the founders of the National Lamp

Works that this may be so. Yet, in regard to the

National's own effort, there is a question which it
| .¡ I /tL' is natural enough to ask. "This is very interestingr"

l,l,',t/ 'l ort people may sayr "but, after all, isn't this ideal an

I tt,li'¡,i,lr,tl? indiaiduøl thing? Hasn't the effort itself rested

upon the personality of the leaders? May it not

slip into the routine of traclitional otganization

when they are gonel"
t.)¿L
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The answer to that is, "We hope not." And the
hope has reasorl behind it.

We hope-and the hope seems well-grounded-
that the spirit of the National has worked itself so
vitally through the whole organization that it.is
not at all dependent upon rhe leaders'individuality.
In the beginning it may have been: so definire an
effort could probably not have sprung into being
without a beginning as the definite work of indi-
viduals. But to be able to hand it on ro others has
always been a part of the effort and the ideal. And
we hope that, in these working years, the spirit of
the National has-even though there may be indi-
viduals who do not perceive it-become generøl
throughout the organization that is to be the organ-
ization of the future.

Is it too much to expecr rhat such a spirit will
endure? Is it indeed "too individual" in the sense
that its vitality depends upon the leaders' personal
inspiration-or is it not rather a force in which
manlt indiuiduøls sharel For if it is "individual" in
this latter sense of a far-flung vision, then it is
undying. If the Íspirit of the Narional" is the
vigorous spirit of a large number of the organîza-
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tion's members, great and small, then the spirit is

not "too individual": then it will live. And this is
what we believe to be true.

For whatever changes there may be in the future,
we believe that the spirit of the National is the

actiae spiritof the organizat\on as a whole, and that
it is itself the spirit that both meets and holds

through change. A spirit of broad responsibiliry,

of human co-operation, is the spirit that meets

change without changing itself. An organization

of men and women whose personal independence

is bounded only by the responsibilities o[ their
rvork, in whose working lives personal growth finds

opportunity and persotral feeling has a place, can

meet whateyer develoPments work may come

through and keep its vital principle still. And when

we return to the question, we find at once the answer.

Will this organîzation hold through all the years

to come the spirit that its founders endeavored to

make its actuating force, the ideal that has been a

part of its history? That is uP to the people who

are to make up the organization of the future. It is

up to all its members. It is the hope of the founders

that whatever is good will last.
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